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The IRC botnet is the earliest and most significant botnet group that has a
significant impact. Its characteristic is to control multiple zombies hosts
through the IRC protocol and constructing command control channels.
Relevant research analyzes the large amount of network traffic generated by
command interaction between the botnet client and the C&C server. Packet
capture traffic monitoring on the network is currently a more effective detection
method, but this information does not reflect the essential characteristics of the
IRC botnet. The increase in the amount of erroneous judgments has often
occurred. To identify whether the botnet control server is a homogenous
botnet, dynamic network communication characteristic curves are extracted.
For unequal time series, dynamic time warping distance clustering is used to
identify the homologous botnets by category, and in order to improve
detection. Speed, experiments will use SAX to reduce the dimension of the
extracted curve, reducing the time cost without reducing the accuracy.
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